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In 1937, E. Witt [ll] proved the classic cancellation theorem for quadratic 
forms over fields. The corresponding result for X-Hermitian forms is true if the 
characteristic is different from 2. In the case of division rings of characteristic 2 
there are well known counterexamples to general cancellation, although I. 
Kaplansky [6j in 1950 showed that if 
where h, and hl are nonsingular, isometric, even A-Hermitian forms then ha and 
h, are isometric. 
In the following we shall show that cancellation n (I ) holds if any one of the 
following istrue: 
(9 =W4 = %(hJ 
(ii) h, is anisotropic 
(iii) k, and h, have the property that every non-zero isotropic vector 
belongs to a hyperbolic plane. 
Here 9,(h) represents he module of all h(a, Z) modulo the elements of the 
form b + h6. 
Witt’s cancellation theorem allows one to show that every nonsingular 
quadratic space can be expressed uniquely as an orthogonal direct sum of a 
hyperbolic space and an anisotropic space. The cancellation results here allow 
us to express every h-Hermitian space X as H I M 1 X0 where H is a hyper- 
bolic space, M is a nonhyperbolic split space, X0 is anisotropic and SA(M) n 
2*(X,,) = [O]. Also, Hand X0 are unique up to isometry but SA(M) can be any 
vector space complement of 9,(X,) in Z?,,(X). In the case of symmetric bilinear 
forms over fields ofcharacteristic 2, heexistence ofthe decomposition and much 
of its uniqueness has already been noted by J. Milnor in [9]. The remainder of 
this ection isdevoted to completely characterizing the ways in which cancellation 
of A-Hermitian forms may fail. 
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In the final section, theanalogous results for X-Hermitian forms over semi- 
simple rings are proved using the A-Hermitian Morita context asdeveloped by
Frohlich and McEvett [3]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We will not recall here standard terms and notations. The reader isreferred 
to [I] and [5] for such. Otherwise, w  shall, more or less, follow the terminology 
of Friihlich andMcEvett [3] and Friihlich [2], from which we recall some in 
the following. 
Throughout, weshall assume that all rings have identities and these always 
act as identity maps on modules. Also, R will denote acommutative ring with 
involution, i.e. with an antiautomorphism a - ii so that a = 6. We will say 
that A is an R-algebra with involution f A is an R-algebra and if, for r E R 
andaEA, 
- 
ra = i%i 
If A and B are R-algebras with involution, we consider A-B-bimodules M =
AMB with A acting onthe left and B acting onthe right. The actions ofA and B 
induce two R-module structures, one on the left and the other on the right, 
which we will always assume coincide. Theopposite R = BMA of M is an 
additive copy of M under the map m - @i with 
We shall identify AAA with .A, by means of the involution andalso identify 
mwithMbym = Gr. 
A bilinear fo m on M, over A and admitting B is a homomorphism 
h:M@.M+A 
of A-bimodules. If the algebra B is not specified, w  let B = R. 
The units hof the ring R so that Xx = 1 form a multiplicative groupG(R). 
Let A be an R-algebra with involution andh E G(R). A bilinear fo m h on M is 
a h-Hermitian form if 
If we take B = R this definition is easily seen to be equivalent to the usual one. 
The h-Hermitian form h is said to be nonsingular if the mapping m -+ h(m, )
is an isomorphism of the left A-modules M and Horn,@?, A). 
If h is a h-Hermitian form on M then (M, h) will be called a h-Hermitian space., 
If M = Ax is a free left A-module on one generator andh(x, Z) = a we denote 
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(M, h) simply as (a}. Now let R[T] be the ring extension of R by an element T 
with relations T2 = 1, TY = FT for all rE R. Every R-algebra A becomes an 
R[T]-module ifwe define T(a) = Z. Also, if h is a bilinear form on M, over A
and admitting B, define another form h by 
4m, , iii,) = NW2 , f%) 
and define T(h) = h. With this action these bilinear fo ms form an R[T]-module 
@A,B(M) = 3’(M) = Horn,&4 @ sa, A) 
By mapping hinto h(1, 1) we obtain an isomorphism 
of R[T]-modules. If we let R,, = {T E R 1 ? = Y}, the center of R[T], the h- 
Hermitian forms on M then form the R,-submodule 
gA&M) = L?~,@I) = ker(1 - AT), 
of gA.23 where for LY ER[T], LX,,,, denotes the multiplication of theR[TJ-module 
SY(M) by 0~. 
We now define a Ii,,-module by 
W,,,,,(M) = 9’,(M) = ker(1 - XT),/im(l + AT), 
Since L~?~,~(A) g A we have 
ker(1 - hT)A = {a E A 1 a = XX} 
im(l+hT)A={u=b+/\b~b~A} 
(l-1) 
so W,(A) is the quotient ofh-symmetric elements ofA modulo all h-traces. We 
note that if cis a fixed element ofA, the map a -+ cti s an endomorphism ofeach 
of the R,-modules in(1 .l) and consequently of their quotient. This gives W,(A) 
the structure of aleft A-module. Inthe following, if aEA then [u] Ez?#~(A) will 
denote the equivalence class determined by a. 
We note that if 4E A or A is a division ri g whose involution s not the identity 
on the center ofA then W,(A) = [O]. 
Frohlich in[2] shows that 9A(M) is an additive functor which takes direct sums 
into direct products, a  R,-modules. 
If (M, h) is a h-Hermitian space then hinduces anA-module homomorphism 
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defined byq*(m) = [h( m, $1. We shall denote the image of M under qh by 
9,(h) or 9,(M). If .9,&V) = [0] we say that (44, h) or h is even. This is equivalent 
to assuming that for each m E M there is a E A so that h(m, +~i) = a + AC%. 
Otherwise, w  say that (M, h) and h are odd. If N is a submodule of M and qh 
is an isomorphism of N into S??‘,(A) we say that N is totally odd. 
Let P be a projective left A-module. We define a nonsingular space H,(P) by 
defining onthe module P @ P*, where P* = Hom,(P, A), the h-Hermitian 
form h, defined by
We note that h, is even and P @ (0) and (0) @ P* are both totally isotropic. 
Any space isometric to aspace H,(P) is said to be hyperbolic andis said to be a 
hyperbolic plane if P is free on one generator. 
In general, if kis a h-Hermitian form on P, we can define a nonsingular space 
MA(P), as in [7], by defining on the module P @ P* the h-Hermitian form k, 
defined by
-- 
k,(x + 17 y+ a = WV J) + d4 + hf (Yh X,YEP, f,geP* 
We note that (0) @ p is still a totally isotropic submodule of M,,(P) but K, 
may be odd. Any space isometric to aspace M,(P) is said to be split and if it 
does not contain a hyperbolic subspace, it is said to be nonhyperbolic split space. 
It is easy to see that aX-Hermitian space is plit fand only if there is asubmodule 
N of M such that N is a direct summand of M and N is precisely qual to its 
orthogonal complement Nl. 
We now mention afew properties of the functor M,, , the proofs of which 
can be found in [7] and [2]. 
Assuming that P is a finitely generated projective left A-module: 
1.1 If P = PI @ Pz then M,(P) z M,(P,) J- M,(P.J 
1.2 (P, h) I (P, -h) e MJP) if h is nonsingular 
Here --h has value -1 times the value of h on P. 
1.3 M,(P) g H,(P) if and only if A?,(P) = [0] 
We introduce a mapping of a X-Hermitian space which is similar to one defined 
by A. Roy in [lo]. Let P be a projective left A-module with ah-Hermitian form k. 
We consider M,(P) = (P @ p, kp), the corresponding split space. Given 
(M,(P) 1 Q, h), a X-Hermitian space where h restricted to M,(P) is k, and 
cl: P + Q an A-module homomorphism wedefine 
Em: M,(P) I 8 + MA(P) I Q 
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E,(x) = x + 44, XEP 
-K(f) = f? fEp* 
C(Y) = Y - a”(y), Y~Q 
Here a*: Q + P* is defined by
a* = 51 . dh 
where 
4: Q - Q*, b: Q* - P* 
are defined byd,(z) = h( , Z) and % is the dual of (Y. 
1.4 THEOREM (i) E, restricted to Q is an isometry onto Em(Q) 
(ii> MA(P) I Q = -W’ 0 p*) i E,(Q) 
The proof, which is very similar toA. Roy’s [IO], isleft to the reader. 
1.5 Remark. Because Q and Es(Q) are isometric we have an example of 
failure of cancellation. In particular, if 2?,(P) # L2A(E,(P @ *)), cancellation 
must fail. We note that if the characteristic of A is two and X and X’ are isometric 
nonsingular h-Hermitian spaces then X 1 X’ s M,(X) so we may consider 
E, as being defined onX 1 X’ 1 Q. 
The transformations E, take on a simple form when P is a free A-module of - 
rank 1. Suppose P = Ax and P* = Ax* where x* is isotropic, h(xx*) = 1 
and h(x, 5) = a. If ol: Ax -+ Q where a(x) = z,, E Q, then 
-Q(x) = x + ~0 
E,(x*) = x* 
E,(r) = x - Xh(z, q,) x*, ZEQ 
Although t ere is a proof of the following result in[2], we shall outline a proof 
using the transformation E, . 
1.6 THEOREM. If h is nonsingular then 
(f’, 4 -I- (P, h) I (P, --h) E (P, h) I H,(P) 
Proof. The underlying module of the left hand side is X = P @ P @ P. 
The elements ofthe form (0, x, x) form a totally isotropic submodule Q1of X. 
In fact, ifQz consists of the elements ofthe form (0, 0, z) then Qi @ Qa is a split 
space. 
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Define 
by CY(O, 0 r) = (y, 0,O). Then one easily sees that Ea(Q2) is a totally isotropic 
submodule and Qi @ Eu(Q2) is a hyperbolic space. The theorem now follows 
from Theorem 1.4. 
This last result provides another xample of the failure of cancellation whe
c!?&(P) + [O]. W e s a h 11 see that for the rings considered in this paper, 1.5 and 1.6 
are ssentially the only ways in which cancellation can fail. 
2. FORMS OVER DIVISION RINGS 
Throughout this ection D will denote a division ring of characteristic 2 which 
will be thought of as a division algebra with involution over its center. We will 
also be principally concerned with the case that he involution s the identity 
mapping on the center of D, for otherwise J%‘,(D) = [0] and the results below 
reduce to their classical form. We note that with the above assumptions  the 
characteristic and the involution, any Xin the center of D with AX = 1 is equal 
to 1. 
We begin with a slight generalization of a result ofJ. Milnor [9] which we 
obtain by an easy induction argument. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let (2, h) be a finite dimensional, nonsingular A-Hermitian 
D-space. Then 
.Z=HIY_IY’lX 
where H is hyperbolic, Y and Y’ are totally odd, isometric subspaces, X is anisotropic 
and JA(X) n 9n( Y) = [O]. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension fZ and note that he 
theorem is obvious for dimension e. It is easy to see that here is z E 2 such 
that h(z, Z) -# 0 and a subspace Z,of Z such that Z = Dz 1 Z, . By the 
induction hypothesis 
where HI is hyperbolic, Yi and Y; are totally odd isometric subspaces, Xi is 
anisotropic and L%‘A(Yi) n 9A(Xl) = [O]. 
We first assume that h(x, 5) = a and that here is no x E Xi such that h(x, X) = 
a. Then Dz 1 Xi is anisotropic. 
If 
then 
PPI + -%GQ> n%(YI> = PI 
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and we are done. Otherwise, there is yE Yi and x E X1 such that 
h(y, 9) = h(bx, IG) + qx, a) + t + At 
for some b, t E D. Suppose 
Y, = DY I J’z , Y; = Dy’ 1 Y; 
where h(y’, y’) = h( y, 7) and Xi = Dx 1 X2 . Then 
Dy I Dy’ I Dz I Dx = Dy 1 Dy’ I D(bz + ix) _L Dx, 
for asuitable x0 EDz 1 Dx. If h(y, y) = c then 
DY I QY’ I Dz I Dx = (c) I (c) I (c + t + hi) 1 Dx, 
Now by Theorem 1.3, y + y’ and y’ + bz + x is a basis for ahyperbolic plane 
H’. Also w = y + y’ + rbx + IX is perpendicular to H’ and h(w, a) = 
Y(C + t + Xt)f where Y= c(c + t + G-l. Thus 
where H’ is a hyperbolic plane. We now have the decomposition 
and it is easy to see that it satisfies th  requirements of he theorem. 
Now we assume there is x E X1 such that h(x, %) = h(x, 2) = a. We let 
X, = Dx J- X, for asuitable subspace X,. If a = t + At for some t E D then 
Dz _L Dx is a hyperbolic plane by Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 and 
is the required decomposition. If a is a not a h-trace we have 
as the required decomposition. 
If 2 = H I Y J- Y’ 1 X with the properties stated inthe theorem we will 
write 
where x(Z) = His called the hyperbolic part of Z, d(Z) = Y 1 Y’ is called 
the split part of Z and Z,, = X is called the anisotropic partof Z. We shall refer 
to (2.1) asthe Witt decomposition of Z.
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Before discussing theuniqueness ofthe Witt decomposition we eed some 
cancellation results. 
We shall have occasion touse the following lemma several times. 
2.2 LEMMA. Suppose (V, h) is a A-Hermitian D-space and W is a f&site 
dimensional, on-trivial subspace of 9,(V). Then there is a totally odd subspace U 
of V such that d,(U) = W. 
Proof. We proceed byinduction on the dimension fW. Noting first that he 
lemma is true for dimension e, we assume the lemma is true for all spaces of 
dimension less than and the dimension fW is n. Let a # 0 be an element ofW 
so there is v E V so that [h(v, a)] = a. Then Dv is a nonsingular subspace ofV 
so V = Dv J- (Dv)~. Then .S!,((Dv)l) contains a vector space complement W 
of Da in W, so W = w’ @ Da. Because w’ has dimension n - 1, our induction 
hypothesis g ves us a totally odd subspace U,, of (Dv)‘- such that 22n( Us) = w’. 
Because a $ w’, Do 1 U, is totally oddand Z?,,(Dv 1 U,,) = W. 
2.3 THEOREM. Suppose (X, h) is a A-Hermitian D-space, U and V isometric, 
nonsingular, finite dimensional subspaces of X so that 
Then UL and VL are isometric if any one of the following conditions s atis$ed: 
(i) A?,( UL) = $A(VL) 
(ii) U’- or VL is anisotropic 
(iii) Both UL and VL have the property hat every non-zero isotropic vector 
belongs toa hyperbolic plane. 
Proof. We shall prove the three parts of the theorem simultaneously for the 
special case in which U and V are one dimensional. 
Suppose U = Dx and V = Dy where h(x, K) = h( y, 7) = a and 
x = ry + v, VEVl 
y = sx + u, UE u’- 
where r, s E D. Then 
as = h(x, z) = h(x, y) = h(ry, 9)= ra 
so aS = ra. Also 
(2.2) 
h(v, B) = a + rar, h(u, G) = a + sas 
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We first examine the case that YS # 1. If raf = a then rs = 1, so Do is 
a nonsingular subspace ofV-L and there is a subspace V,of V1 so that VA = 
Dv 1 V, . In the same way Du is a nonsingular subspace oflP and there is a 
subspace U,of U such that U’ = Du 1 U, . If w E V, then w is orthogonal to v
and y and consequently to x and u. Thus Vr C U, . In the same way U, C VI so 
VI = U, . Now Du = (a + saj) and Dv = (a + rti>. We note that 
a + raf = (1 + r) a(1 + 5) + ra + af 
a + saS = (1 + s) a(1 + S) + sa + aS 
(1 + s)(l + r)-l(ra + uf)(l + f)-l(l + S) 
= (1 + s) a(1 + f)-l(l + S) + (1 + s)(l + r)-la(l + 3) 
= a(1 + 5) + (1 + s)a 
=sa+aS 
Consequently 
UL = (a + sti) 1 U, E {a + raP) J- V, = VL 
Thus, if rs # 1 in (2.2) cancellation is p ssible. 
Now assume that UL is anisotropic. If rs # 1 we have cancellation as above. 
If rs = 1 then sai = a and u is isotropic. But then u = 0 and y = sx so U’- E
V-L. 
To finish t e case in which U and V are one dimensional, we prove (i) and (iii) 
simultaneously. If rs # 1 the result follows a above. If rs = 1 then raf = a 
and saf = a so both uand v are isotropic. We also note that ru = v. If u or v is 
orthogonal to ail of X, the same will be true of the other and it is easy to see that 
U’- = VL. Otherwise, there is u0 in t.P so that h(u, &,) = 1 and v,, in V’- so that 
h(v, cO) = 1. If we are assuming the hypothesis of (iii) we can assume that both 
u,, and v, are isotropic. In any case, Du @ Du, is a nonsingular subspace ofU’- 
so there is a subspace U,of U-’ so that 
UL = (Du @ Duo) 1 U, 
Likewise, there is a subspace VIsuch that 
P = (Dv @ Dvo) 1 V, 
For the moment, we assume the hypothesis of(i), so9,(W) = 2?,( Vl). We wish 
to show that we can assume that Du @ Du, and Dv @ Dv,, are isometric. 
Suppose h(u, r?,,) = b and h(vO, u,,) = c. Then there is ua E lJL such that 
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h(u, 3 2 ii ) is congruent o c modulo A-traces, ay h(u2 ,~7~) = c + d + M for 
dED.Ifu2=eu+fu,+u,,wheree,fEDandu,EU,,theniff #Oweset 
w = f -l(e - dj-l)u + f -lul 
and we have 
h(f (uo + 4,f (uo + 4) = c 
We let cy: Du, --+ U, be defined by ol(u,,) = f-iur .By Theorem 1.4 
u-L = (Du 0 D(u, + f-W I -K(G) 
where E,( U,) is isometric toU, . We also note that 
Du 0 D(uo + f -‘uJ = D( j--lu, 0 D( f (uo + 4) 
so in this case we can assume that Du @ Du,, and Dv @ Dq, are isometric. 
If f = 0 then h(u, u2) = h(u r, @r) so there is u1 E U, such that h(u, ZQ 
is congruent o c modulo X-traces. There is also va E P such that h(v, ~~2) is
congruent o b modulo X-traces. Then arguing as above we see that we can 
assume that Du @ Du,, and Dv @ Dv, are isometric orthat there is vi E Vi 
so that h(v, 9) is congruent to b modulo X-traces. 
We are left with the case that here is u1 E U, and vi E Vi such that h(u, aI) 
is congruent o c and h(q) @i,> is congruent o b modulo h-traces. Define /3: 
Du, -+ Vi and y: Dv, + V, by ,3(u,,) = u1 and y(v,,) = vu1 .By Theorem 1.4 
we have 
u’ = (Du 0 D(uo + 4) J- E,(G) 
V-L = (Da @WA, + 4) i E,(v,> 
where E,(U,) is isometric toU, and E,(V,) is isometric toV, . But h(u, + ur , 
u0 + ul) and h(vo + vi , v0 + vi) are both congruent to b + c modulo h-traces. 
Suppose 
Then 
h&o + *I > uo + ~1) = h(v, + ~1, v,, + ~1) + d + &Z 
and 
h(uo + ~1 + du, uo + ~1 + du) = h(vo + “1, vo + ~1) 
Du @ D(u, + UJ = Du @ D(u, + u, + du) 
Thus we can assume in both cases (i) and (iii) that Du @ Du,, and Dv @ Dvo 
are isometric. 
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We now show that in cases (i) and (iii), U, and V, are isometric. Suppose 
v, = u, + u4 where ua E Dx 1 (Du @ Du,) and u4 E U, . Define 0: Du, -+ U, 
by ecu,) = ru, so 
E,:(Du @ Du,) I lJ, - (Du @Duo) I U, 
and if XE U,, E&z) = z - h( z, ?&)u. We also recall that EB restricted to U,
is an isometry. Now if zE U, then EB(z) is orthogonal to x and u and consequently 
to y and v. Because TU = v and h(z, fz&) = h(z, @Jr, E@(z) isalso rthogonal 
to v, . Thus the restriction of E,to U, must be an isometry into Vi . Finally, if 
if w E V, then w is orthogonal to y, v and vs so w is orthogonal to x and u. 
Therefore w = tu + x where t E D and z E U, , and E@(z) = w. Thus EB is 
isometry ofU, onto V, and UL and VL are isometric. 
At this point we have shown that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) each imply 
cancellation in the special case that Uand V are one dimensional. 
In order to prove the general case of(i) we recall that every finite dimensional 
nonsingular X-Hermitian space is an orthogonal direct sum of nonsingular one
dimensional spaces and hyperbolic planes. ByTheorem 1.6 we have for a # 0 
in D 
(a> J- Hz (4 J- (4 .l <-a> 
where H is a hyperbolic plane. Thus cancellation of e dimensional spaces 
enables u to get he general case of(i) by induction. 
We now prove the general cases of (ii) and (iii) simultaneously. We first claim 
that we can assume that U and V are totally odd. Suppose U has the Witt 
decomposition. 
u = HI i Y, -I- Y; A- XI 
Then V, being isometric to U, has a Witt decomposition 
V = Hz I Y, I Y; I X, 
where the corresponding parts of the two decompositions are isometric. In 
lJ~U-L=VIVL (2.3) 
we can cancel HI and H, by part (i) of the theorem. Also we can add a copy of Yr 
to the left of (2.3) an d a copy of Ya to the right, use Theorem 1.6 and cancel 
H,( Yr) from the left and H,( Ya) f rom the right. This leaves u with 
Yl I x, I UL s yz I x, I VA (2.4) 
By Lemma 2.2, X1 = X,, 1 X, where X, is an even subspace ofX1 and X0 is 
totally odd. Likewise Xa = Xi 1 Xi where X0 and Xi , X, and Xi are isometric 
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pairs. We now add a copy of X, to both sides of (2.4), use X, J- X, s HA(X,) 
and cancel HA(Xs) from both sides. This leaves u with 
and Yr 1 X0 and Y; 1 X,!, are totally odd because Sn(Yi) n 9,+(X,) = [O]. 
Thus from the beginning wecan assume that U and V are both totally odd. 
We now claim that we can assume that U does not have a subspace isometric 
to a subspace ofUL. For otherwise, l tU = Dx J- U, and lIP = Dx’ 1_ U, 
where h(x, 5) = a = h(x’, 2’). Then there is y E V such that h(y, 7) = a and 
a subspace Viof V, isometric to U, , such that V = Dy 1 Vi . Suppose that 
y = sx + tx’ + w where s, tE D and w E U, 1 U,, and x = ry + v where 
Y E D and v E Vi 1 P. Because [a] EA!A( U,1 UL), if we could show that 
[a] EL~~(V, 1 V’) we would have U, 1 UL and VI J- VL isometric by part (i). 
By the argument following (2.2), we can cancel Dx and Dy if rs # 1 and cancel 
Dx’ and Dy if rt # 1. Thus we can assume s= t and TS = 1. Because aS = ra, 
MB = a and x’ + w is isotropic. We first assume that w E Y,, .If UL is anisotropic 
we have acontradiction. If UL satisfies th  condition of part (iii), x’ + w belongs 
to a hyperbolic plane in UL. Then there is an isotropic element x of UL such that 
h(x’+w,%)=l.If U,,=DwiU,andz=dx’+ew+u,whered,e~D 
and I+E U,, then d # e and [h(u, , iiJ] = [dud + euCj = [(d + e) u(d + e)] 
so [u] EA?,( U,). But y is perpendicular to U,, so [a] EJA( VI 1 Vl) and U, 1. UL 
and V, 1 VA are isometric by part (i). 
If w 6 U, we let w = xi + x,, where xi E U, and x,, E U, . If h(x, %i) = b 
and h(x, %,,) = c then b # 0 because U, is totally odd and consequently 
c # 0. Because U, and V, are isometric, [b] ELZA( VI1 V’-). But a, = &ix, + x,, 
is perpendicular to y.Because h(z, ,%,,) = ~6% + c, [c] E2,+(Vi 1 Vl). There- 
fore [a] = [b + c] ~5 A!,@i J- Vi) and U, I UL is isometric to V, 1 VL. 
Thus by induction we can assume that U does not have a subspace isometric to 
a subspace ofUL. 
Under the above assumption on U it is easy to see that U 1 lJL is anisotropic 
if UL is anisotropic. Thenthe general case of part (ii) follows from the one 
dimensional c se and induction. 
We can also use the above argument to reduce to the case that V has no sub- 
space isometric to asubspace ofVL. Then if UL and V’- both satisfy the hypo- 
thesis of(iii), U I U’- and V 1 V’- have the property hat isotropic ve tors 
belong to hyperbolic planes. Now the general case of part (iii) follows from the 
one dimensional c se and induction. 
We record the following mmediate consequence of the theorem. 
2.4 COROLLARY. If 9: U -+ V is an isometry of nonsingular Jinite dimensional 
subspaces of the A-Hermitian space (X, h) then 0can be extended to an isometry of X
if any one of the following s true: 
481/58/2-10 
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(i) 9h( Ul) = S,(VL) 
(ii) UL or VL is anisotropic 
(iii) UL and VL both have the property that every non-zero isotropic ve tor 
belongs to ahyperbolic plane. 
We note that in Theorem 2.3 condition (i)is not only sufficient for cancellation, 
it is also necessary. Consequently hetheorem also shows that conditions (ii) 
and (iii) imply condition (i). We also note that if we could rop condition (iii) on 
either ULor Vl, part (ii) would be subsumed under part (iii). ButTheorem 1.6 
shows this is not possible. 
We are now in a position to discuss the uniqueness of the Witt decomposition. 
Before doing so, we introduce some terminology. If X and X’ are isometric h- 
Hermitian spaces where x--f x’ is the isometry ofX onto x’, then we define 
n(X 1 xl), the diagonal, to be the subspace ofX J- X’ of elements ofthe form 
x + x’. Of course, n(X J- X,) is a totally isotropic subspace. 
2.5 THEOREM. If (2, h) is a jinite dimensional, nonsingular A-Hermitian D-
space and Z has the following two Witt decompositions 
(i) n(Y, 1 Y;) is the unique maximal totally isotropic subspace of 
Yl J- K I 4 * 
(ii) H,rH,andY,iY~IX,~Y,IY~IX,. 
(iii) The dimensions of Y1 and Y, are equal and Y, I Y; is determined up
to isometry b A’,+(Y,). 
(iv) Xi E X, . 
(v) 2n(Y1) can be any sector space complement of9,(X,) in 9,(Z). Indeed, 
;f V is a subspace of3n(Z) such that V @ 2!JX,) = Lag then there is or: Y1 -+X1 
such that 
and 22,(E,(Y, 1 Y;)) = V. 
Proof. (i) It suffices to show every isotropic ve tor of Y1 1 Y; 1 Xi 
belongs to n(Y, 1 Y;). Suppose yi + y; + x is isotropic where yi E Yi , 
yiEYiandxEXi.Then 
NY, 7 YJ + h(y;, 9 2) = h(x, -3 
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The left hand side determines an element of S?,(Y,) and the right hand side an 
element of 9A(X,). Because A?,(Y,) n 9,(X,) = [0], h(y, yr) + h(yi ,yz) must 
-- 
be a h-trace. But h( yr , yr) + h(yi ,2) is congruent toh(y, + yz , yr + yJ 
modulo X-traces and consequently h( yr+ ya , yr + ya) must be a h-trace. But
yr + ya E Yr , Yr is totally odd and X1 is anisotropic, so yr = yz and x = 0. 
Therefore yr + yi + x belongs tothe diagonal n(Y, J- Yr). 
(ii) To prove HI g H, it suffices to how that Yr 1 Y; 1 X1 cannot 
contain a hyperbolic plane. Suppose z is an isotropic ve tor fY1 1 Y; _L X1 , 
so by (i) x = yr + y; , yr E Yr . If a belongs toa hyperbolic plane, there is an 
isotropic ve tor w in Yr I Y; 1 X, such that h(z, W) = 1. But w = yz + yi 
for some yz E Yr so 
A(% q = h(Y, + y; 7 Y.2 + y;, = h(Y, > r,) 4- h(Y; ,r;;, = 0, 
a contradiction. Now it follows from Theorem 2.3 that Yr 1 Yi 1 X1 z 
yz I y; -L x2 . 
(iii) The equality of the dimensions of Yr and Ya follows from (i). For the 
other part, wesuppose that (Yr , h,) and (Ys , ha) are totally odd spaces such that 
-%(Yl) = %(Yz>* w e want to show that Yr 1 Yi s Yz 1 Yi . Let qi: 
Yi + 9A( YJ where qi(y) = [h,(y, y)] be the mappings induced by the hi , for 
i = 1,2. Because both q1 and q2 are isomorphisms and 9A(Y,) = Z?JYa), 
Yr and Yz have the same dimension. Define ol: Y, -+ Yr by 01 = q;l . q2 . Then 
Yl I y, -L yz’ = J%Wl) I (-%(Y,) 0 A(Y2 I a) 
It is easy to see that E,( Y,) is an even space so 
W’,) 0 A@‘, i Y;) cs WY4 
by Theorem 1.3. But if Y; is a second space isometric to Yr we have 
But we can cancel one copy of Yr from both sides because SA( Y.J = A?,( YJ. 
(iv) We know that 
If we add Yr i Yz to both sides and apply Theorem 1.6 we get 
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Because the dimensions of YI and Yz are the same, H,+(Y,) z HA(Y2). We now 
use Theorem 2.3, employing the fact hat XI is anisotropic to obtain X, g X, . 
(v) Suppose 2 = Y 1 Y’ 1 X is a Witt decomposition of 2 and V is 
any vector space complement ofLZA(X) inL$(Z), so 9,(Z) = I/ @ L&?A(X). 
We first note that for any finite dimensional vector spaces W, VI and Vz where 
VI @ W = Vz @ W there is a basis V, ,..., v, of VI and elements wr,..., w, 
of Wsuch that vr + wr ,..., v, + w, form abasis of V, . 
Applying the above, pick v, ,.. ,v, a basis of 2A(Y) and wr ,..., w, elements of
dn(X) so that vr + w1 ,..., V~ + w, form a basis for V. Pick yi E Y such that 
[h(y, , Ye)] = vui and xi E X such that [h(x, , xi)] = wi for i= l,..., n  Because 
qh: Y + ??A(Y) is an isomorphism, y1 ..., yn must form a basis for Y. We 
define cy: Y ---f X by ti(yi) = xi for all i. We have 
z = (A(Y IY’) 0 Y) I x 
= (A(Y _L Y’) 0qq I -Q(X) 
and E,(Y) is generated by the xi + yi . Then 2n(E,( Y)) is generated bythe 
vi + wi which form a basis for V. 
Much of the above theorem has been shown by J. Milnor [9] for the case of a 
symmetric bilinear fo m over afield ofcharacteristic 2. Spe ifically, he has shown 
that an inner product space 2 is determined up to isometry b its anisotropic 
part 2, , by 5?,+(Z) andby its dimension which must have the form 
2 dim 2A(Z) - rank 2, + 2k 
for some integer h > 0. His proof of the uniqueness of 2, is obtained from a 
discussion of Clifford algebras. 
We have seen that cancellation is n talways possible. W  wish now to charac- 
terize the ways in which it can fail and begin with the following result. 
2.6 THEOREM. Suppose (W, h) is a finite dimensional, onsingular A-Hermitian 
D-space and 2, 2’ are nonsingular, isometric subspaces of W. If X and Y are sub- 
spaces such that 
Zi_X=W=z,IY (2.5) 
then the dimensions f Z(X) 1 A?(X) and 3?(Y) 1 k’(Y) are equal and the 
anisotropic parts of X and Y are isometric. 
Proof. Suppose X and Y have the following Witt decompositions. 
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We add X, J- Y, to both sides of (2.5), use Theorem 1.6 and part (iii) of
Theorem 2.3 to obtain 
By Theorem 2.5(v), X,and Ys are isometric. AlsoHI J- HA(XJ and H, 1 Hh( Yr) 
have the same dimension soZ(X) 1 d(X) and &‘(Y) 1 d(Y) have the same 
dimension. 
At this point, we see that if cancellation is to fail then either Z(X) is not 
isometric to S(Y) or J?(X) is not isometric to d(Y). In either case, we shall 
see that he failure of cancellation is induced by a transformation E, . 
2.7 THEOREM. Suppose (W, h) is a finite dimensional, nonsingular h-Hermitian 
D-space and Z, Z’ are nonsingular isometric subspaces where z -+ z’ is the isometry. 
Also, we assume that X and Y are subspaces such that 
ZIX=W=Z’IY 
and S(X) E H(Y) but d(X) is not isometric to d(Y). Then there is a subspace 
XI J- Xi of X, where XI and Xi are isometric and totally odd, and a subspace 
YI 1 Y; of Y, where Y, and Y; are isometric, totally odd and JA(XI) n 3,( YJ = 
[0], and an isometry q of W such that 
Moreover, there is (II: X, -+ Z such that 
TV’> = -Q(Z), P(Y, I Y;) = Ed& I X;> 
and the orthogonal complements ofXI 1 Xi in X and YI 1 Yi in Y are isometric. 
Proof. We shall have need of the following several times. 
2.8 LEMMA. If V is a vector space and Vk , i = l,..., 4 are subspaces such that 
then there is a vector space complement Vi of V, in V, @ V, so that 
and a vector space complement Vi of V, in V, @ V, such that 
v, + v; = VI + vi 
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Proof. Suppose q ,..., v, is a basis for V, . For each i= l,..., n 
vi = xi + yi + q , xi E v, , Yi E v2 T zi E v, 
Let V; = vi - Yi E V, + V, and ITi be generated by the linearly independent 
vectors vi,..., vk .Then V, @ V, = V, @ Vj and we clearly have V, + Vj C 
VI + V, . If W = V, + Vi, there is a subspace V,of V, such that 
v, = (Wn V‘J @ v, 
Then, it is easy to see that 
Let wr ,..., w, be a basis for V, and suppose for each i= I,..., m 
wi = xi’ + yz’ + xi’, XiEVl, Yi’EV2, Z;Ev; 
Let w; = wi - y: E V, + Vi for each iand let Vi be generated by W n V, and 
, ’ WI )...) wm. It is easy to see that Vi is a complement ofV, in V, @ V, and 
VI + v; c VI + v; 
Because 
w = v, + v; c v, + v, 
we have 
VI + V; C V, + ( W n V,) 
and consequently 
v, + v; = v, + v; 
We begin the proof of the theorem with aseries ofreductions. By Lemma 2.8 
and Theorem 2.5(v) wecan assume that X and Y have Witt decompositions 
where 
-%m + =%(-a = -%w + -%(Yd 
According toTheorem 2.6, X,, and Y,, are isometric so by Corollary 2.4there is 
an isometry ofW sending Hl 1 X,, onto H, 1 Y,, .Thus we may assume from 
the beginning that 
HI I Xo = 4 I Y, = (0) 
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According toLemma 2.2 there are subspaces X and Ya of X, and Yr , 
respectively, such that 
qx,) =-qyz) = -uxd n-%(Yl) 
Assume XI = X, J- X, and YI = Ya 1 Y, . Applying Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 
2.5(v) to
and 
we see that we can assume that 
2n(Z) + -%dXJ = =%(Z’> + --%(Y,) 
Because X, _L Xi and Yz 1 Yi are isometric, by Corollary 2.4 there is an 
isometry ofW sending Xa J- Xi onto Ya J- Yi . Thus from the beginning 
we may assume that 9,(X,) n JfA(Yl) = [O]. 
Let a, ,..., a, be a basis for 9A(Y,) where akfl ,..., a, forms a basis for 
.S?,(Y,) n 9A(Z). Ifai = b, + ci for i= l,..., k where bi E 9,(X,) and ci E 9,(Z) 
then the bi form a linearly independent se . By counting dimensions there is a 
basis b,, ,..., b, of 9,(X,) n .5?,(Z) such that b, ,..., b, is a basis for .9A(X,). For
i = l,..., nletxiEXIsuchthat[h(xi,$] =bi.Fori= l,...,KletqEZsuch 
that [h(q ,&)I = ci and for i= k + l,..., rz let zi E Z such that [h(x, , P?&)] = 
b, + ai. Because bI ,..., b, is a basis for 9,,(X]), x1 ..., x, must form a basis for 
X, . Define ol: XI + Z by a(q) = zi for i= l,..., 71.Now 
where Z and E,(Z) are isometric and9A(E,(XI 1 Xi)) = 9,( Y,), so Z&(X, j- Xi) 
is isometric to YI 1 Yi . Therefore there is an isometry ofW sending Z’ onto 
E,(Z) and sending Y, 1 Yi onto &(X1 1 Xi). 
We now examine the failure ofcancellation if x(X) and z(Y) are not 
isometric. 
2.9 THEOREM. Suppose (W, h) is a finite dimensional, nonsingular X-Hermitian 
D-space and Z, Z’ are nonsingular isometric subspaces where z ---f x’is the isometry. 
Also, we assume that X and Y are subspaces such that 
ZlX=W=Z'jY 
and ti( Y) is isometric to aproper subspace of/f(X). Then there is a subspace Z,of 
Z, a hyperbolic subspace HI of X, a subspace YI 1 Y; of Y where YI and Y; are 
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isometric, totally odds&paces of Y with L2,,( YJ = ii?,, and an isometry v of W 
such that 
Moreover, there is(II: Yl+ Z, such that 
and if X = HI J- X’ then &‘(X’) = 2(Y). 
Proof. We proceed by a series ofreductions. Suppose X and Y have the 
Witt decompositions 
Y = H,, -L Yl -L Y; J- Y,, 
Because H(Y) is isometric to aproper subspace ofs(X) we can suppose that 
H = HI 1 H, where H2 and H, are isometric. Because X,, and Ye are isometric, 
according to Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.5(v) wecan assume 
Therefore there is an isometry ofW sending H, I X,, onto H,, 1 YO . Thus we 
can assume from the beginning that 
X0 = Y, = H, = H, = (0) 
Using the Witt decomposition of Z it is easy to see that Z = Z, J- Z, where 
Z, is totally odd and Jn(ZI) 2 2i’A(Zz). Thenby Theorem 2.3(i) we can cancel 
Z, from both sides of 
Therefore w can assume from the beginning that Z is totally odd. 
At this point we have 
where Z is totally odd. By Lemma 2.2 there is asubspace X,of X, and a subspace 
Ya of YI such that 
-?dX,) = -%(X,) n =%(Y,) = -%(Yz) 
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Then there is a subspace X3 of XI and a subspace Yaof Yr such that XI = 
X, 1 X3 and Yr = Ys J- Ya . Also Xa 1 Xi g Ya J- Yi because $A(X2) =
.9h(Y2). By applying Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.5(v) to
Z I HI I 4 I 4 -I- &
and 
Z’ J- y, J- y; I yz 
we reduce to the case in which 
S,(.q + -%(X3) = -%(-v + =%(YJ 
Now there is isometry ofW sending Xa 1 Xi onto Ya 1 Yi . Because A!,,(X,) n 
9A(Y3) = [0], we can assume from the beginning that 1,(X,) n $,(Y,) = [O]. 
There are subspaces Ys of Yr and 2, of 2 such that 
‘q Y-2) = -q Yl) n=%(Z> = -w-J 
Let Z, be a subspace ofZ and Y3 a subspace ofYI such that Z = Z, I Z, and 
Y, = Ya 1 Ya . Because A?A(Z,) = 3,(Y,) we have 
%Vl) + PA(ZJ 0 =%(-u = -%G) + (-%(Yz> 0 %(YJ) 
We apply the first part of Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.5(v) toZi J- Ya 1 Ya 1 Yi 
in order to reduce to the case in which 
-%(-a + -%(X1) 2 -fuz;) + %(YJ 
Let X, be a subspace ofXI such that 9,(X,) = .!JA(ZI) n 9A(X,) and X3 a 
subspace ofXI such that XI = X, 1 X3 . Then 
-q-G) + -%(X1.> = %W 0-%w 
and X3 J- Xj is the split part of a Witt decomposition of Z 1 H J- Xl J- Xi . 
But Ya J- Yj is the split part of a Witt decomposition of Z’ 1 Yr 1 Y; , 
so the dimensions of 9,(X,) and d,(Y,) are equal. Because 9A(Zi) n Z?,(Y,) = 
[0] we have 
We note that by Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 2.5(iii) 
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and H,(Zk) is the hyperbolic part of a Witt decomposition of Z’_L Yr 1 Yi . 
Thus we can find asubspace Y4of Ya whose dimension isone half the dimension 
of Hr . Let 2, be a subspace of2, such that .S?A(Z,) = 9h( Y4) and suppose Y5 is a
subspace ofYa and Z, is a subspace ofZ, such that Z, = Z, J- Z, and Ya = 
Y, I Y5. Because 9,(Y,) = z??h(Z4), we can assume that Y4 in Zi I Y4 I Yi 
is isometric to Z, by Theorem 2S(iii). By the proof of Theorem 1.6 there is a 
mapping 01: Y4 -+ Z, such that 
z, -L y.3 -L y; = &4-G) J- -%(Y, I K) 
where E,(Y, 1 Yi) is a hyperbolic space of the same dimension asHi . Now 
From (2.6) and Theorem 2.3( )i we get an isometry q~of W such that 
3. SEMISIMPLE RINGS 
We must first recall some results of McEvett [8]. 
Let A be a semisimple algebra with involution over the commutative ring R. 
We can decompose A in the following way
A = A, @ .a. @ A, @ H(B,) @ 1.. @ H(B,) (3.1) 
where the Ai are simple algebras such that & = Ai and the H(B,) are the sum 
Bi @ Ci of simple algebras such that & = Ci . Thus we have decomposed A 
into the sum of indecomposable algebras with involution. 
If M is a simple A-module with a X-Hermitian form h then h is either zero 
on M or nonsingular because the dual of a simple module is simple. IfM is an 
arbitrary A-module with a h-Hermitian form then M = M, I rad, where rad 
is the submodule consisting of all the elements ofM which are orthogonal to all 
of M and the h-Hermitian form is nonsingular on MO . Also M,, is unique up to 
isometry. A nonsingular h-Hermitian form hon M and the associated X-Hermitian 
space (M, h) will be called unsplittable if hhas no nontrivial orthogonal decom- 
positions h = h, 1 h, . From [8] we have: 
3.1 Every nonsingular h-Hermitian form is the orthogonal sumof unsplittable 
forms. 
Relating the unsplittable forms to the decomposition (3.1) wehave from [8]: 
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3.2 Every unsplittable h-H rr&an form h over A is an unsplittable h- 
Hermitian form over some unique Ai or H(B,). 
3.3 If (M, h) is an unsplittable h-H rmitian space over an indecomposable 
algebra A,then either M is a simple A-module or (M, h) is the hyperbolic space 
H,(N) where N is a simple A-module. IfA = H(B) then H,(N) is the one and 
only unsplittable space. 
McEvett [8] also show that if A is a simple algebra ofcharacteristic 2 then
there always exists a X-Hermitian form on a simple A-module. 
Suppose A is an algebra with involution. Let hbe a nonsingular X-Hermitian 
form on the left A-module M. Then h defines aninvolution s -+s on E = 
EndAM) by 
h(m,s, &) = h(m, , m,j’) 
h is then ah-Hermitian form over A which admitts E when M is thought of as a 
right E-module. We say that s-+ s is the adjoint involution of E determined by h. 
The following is Frohlich’s [2]extension of aresult ofMcEvett. 
3.5 Let M be an A - B bimodule, viewed also as a right End,-,(M)- 
module. Then the map s, K--+ s. K (s EEnd,-,(M), K EgA,B(M)) where sk(m,  
iiia) = k(m,s, %zz) defines ona,&M) the structure of aleft End,-,(M)-module. 
Moreover, the map s -+ sh is an isomorphism End,,(M) s gA,B(M) of such 
modules, ifh is nonsingular. Finally, if h is in addition A-Hermitian, and s--+ s
is the adjoint involution then fh = X&. 
We now investigate the structure of W,(A) where A is a semisimple ring. 
We first note that a,(H(B,)) = (0). If we consider &‘,(A,) as a left A-module 
where A,9+TA(Aj) = (0) for i# j and H(B,) 9,(Aj) = (0) for all iand j, we have 
from the decomposition (3.1) 
Thus to determine the structure of 9’,(A) it suffices to consider the case in 
which A is a simple algebra with involution. 
If A is a simple algebra with involution then A = M,(D), the ring of 71 x n 
matrices over adivision ri g D. From [5] we know that given an involution a + c 
of A there is an involution of D, which we will also represent as d-+ ?t such 
that he involution of A has the form a -+ z = s-%z*s where a* is obtained from 
a by taking the transpose % of a and then applying the involution of D to the 
entries ofQz. We must also have s* = fs. We let eij be the matrix in M,(D) 
with a one in the ith row and jth column and zeros elsewhere. B cause 9,(A) is 
a left A-module and D is a subring ofA, 92’,(A) isalso aleft D-module. 
3.7 THEOREM. With A and D as above, there is a D-module isomorphism 
v: K(A) - HAP)” 
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stlch that for any A-submodule M of B,,(A) there is a D-&module G of W,(D) so 
that v(M) = G”. Suppose his a h-Hermitian form on the minimal eft idealL of A 
and we identify End,(L) with multiplication of L on the right by elements ofD. 
Then the adjoint involution of D induced by h has the form r -+ d-Vd and 
d-%(h)) = G” 
where G is the cyclic D-submodule ofB?,,(D) generated by[d]. If T E D is p-symmetric 
with respect tothe adjoint involution nduced by h and G is generated by[d] then rh 
is &Hermitian and 
where GI is generated by[rd]. 
Proof. We note that here are indecomposable orthogonal idempotents edi
suchthatl =e,,+**.+e,,. Then we have as left D-modules 
and if M is an A-submodule ofB?‘,(A) we have as left D-modules 
M = e,,M @ ... @ ennM 
We note that each element of e&J?,(A) is of the form [ei,aci,] where a = ha; 
But eiitiii = eiibeiis where b = as-l and b = )\b*. But eiibe,, = deii for some 
d E D such that d = M. Now it is easy to see that he mapping A(D) + eiigA(A) 
defined by[d] --f [deiz] is an isomorphism of D-modules. Because eii[dejjs] = 
[de,,s], theeiiM are all isomorphic to the same submodule ofW,(D). 
Suppose h is a X-Hermitian form on the minimal left ideal L of A. If we identify 
L with Ae,, then h is determined by 
Hell ,%) = ells%, E ell-4, 
where e,,a%, = X(e,,tir,). As before, I,acII = de,,s where dE D and d = hk 
If we denote the adjoint involution of D induced by h by T -+ r’ then 
h(w, %) = 4ell , w’) 
and consequently 
rde,,s = de,,(a) = dYe,,s 
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where I is the identity matrix. Therefore w have r’ = d-%. Now 22,#z) is
generated as an A-module by [e,,ae;,] and as a D-module it is generated by 
But ei,aci, = de,,s for all i, so G is generated by [d]. 
If h is the h-Hermit& form on the A-module Aei, mentioned above and 
Y E D is p-symmetric with respect tothe adjoint involution nduced by h then 
rh(e,,  i’,,) = h(e,,r, Fll) = rellaZll = rde,,s 
so y(Li’,,,(rh)) = Gin where Gi is generated by [Ed]. 
3.8 THEOREM. Let A be a semisimple a gebra with involution and(Z, h) be a 
finitely generated nonsingular h-Hermit&m A-space. Then 
Z=HlYlY’lX 
where H is a hyperbolic space, Y and Y’ are isometric, totally odd submodules, X is
anisotropic and S,+(X) n SA(Y) = [O]. 
Proof. We consider a decomposition of A as in (3.1) 
It is clear that he theorem is true for A if and only if it is true for each Ai and 
each H(B,). Over H(B,), every unsplittable h-H rmitian space is of the form 
H,,(N) where N is a simple H(B,)-module. Thus Z itself must be a hyperbolic 
space. 
Thus we need only consider the case in which A is a simple algebra with 
involution. Let M be a maximal nonsingular even submodule of Z, so Z = 
M 1 Ml. Let H be a maximal hyperbolic submodule of M so M = H 1 MI 
for asuitable submodule MI of M. We claim that MI is anisotropic. If m EMI 
is a non-zero isotropic element, here is m, such that h(m, +F&) = 1. But Am @ 
Am,, is a nonsingular, split and even submodule of MI . By Theorem 1.3, 
Am @ Am, is hyperbolic, contradicting our assumption on H. 
Now let K be the kernel ofthe A-module homomorphism qh: Ml -+ @,(A). 
If N is any simple A-module contained in K then N is either ven or totally 
isotropic. Be ause N being even would contradict ourchoice of M, K must be 
totally isotropic. We also note that if Ml = K @ K, for some submodule K,, 
then K0 must be totally odd. Let K’ be a minimal submodule of K, such that 
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K $ K’ is a nonsingular submodule and suppose Ki is a submodule of K, 
such that 
If K is not equal to its orthogonal complement inK @ K’, there is a simple 
A-module N contained in K’ such that N is orthogonal to K. N must be a 
nonsingular submodule so that here is a submodule Kr of K’ such that K’ = 
N 1 Ki . But then K @ Kr is nonsingular, contradicting our choice of K’. 
Therefore K is equal to its orthogonal complement inK @ K’ and by Theorem 
1.2, K @ K’ is a split space which is isometric to an orthogonal sumof two 
isometric, totally oddsubspaces. 
Now H is the hyperbolic part of 2, K @ K’ is the split part, and Ml 1 Ki is 
the anisotropic part. Because K’1 Ki = K, is totally odd we have 
%W) n -W4 I K;) = PI. 
We now recall the h-Hermitian Morita context asdeveloped byFriihlich and
McEvett [3]. 
Suppose A and B are R-algebras with involution andh E G(R). A h-Hermitian 
Morita context isgiven by specifying a module AVa along with its opposite B PA , 
by a X-Hermitian form 
over A and admitting B and a a X-Hermitian form 
over B and admitting A so that 
kh 9 v,) ~3 = VA% > ~3) 
qk(v, us) = K(q , v2) c3 
(3.2) 
We note that if V is a faithful right B-module and we are given aX-Hermitian 
form k then the unique pairing K satisfying (3.2) must be a X-Hermitian form. 
We shall say that K is the dual of k. 
\ Before proceeding we recall the definition of a product of forms. Given 
modules AMB , BNc , we identify as C-A-modules 
mBBM=MagN (opposite) 
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If h, t.~ E G(R), k is a h-Hermit&r form on M over A and admitting B, and h 
is a CL-Hermitian form over B then the product K * h, which is a Xp.-Hermitian 
form on M @ gN over A so 
k.h:(M@.N)@,(M@.N)-tA 
is defined by
Now let JL? and J’” be full subcategories of l ft A-modules and left B-modules, 
respectively. Then I’ ae yields a functor JV+ .J%’ and r @A a functor .&? -+ JV. 
Also let 9’(~2’)~ be the commutative s migroup of nonsingular X-Hermitian 
forms on objects of~2’ and %‘+k’)~ the Witt group of nonsingular X-Hermitian 
forms on objects ofJ&‘. From [3] we have, 
3.9 THEOREM. Suppose that V is a finitely generated projective module over 
both A and B, so that he conditions forMorita equivalence ~2’E J(r are satis$ed. 





preserving on-singularity, or hogonal sums and hyperbolic forms. There result 
isomorphisms 
Because the isomorphisms (3.3) also preserve totally isotropic submodules, they 
also preserve split spaces and anisotropic spaces. Moreover, if 6, and b, in &+S$, 
and 2&(bI) = 9,(b,) then 2?AU(K .b,) = 21AU(K *b,). 
3.10. THEOREM. Suppose A is a semisimple algebra with involution, (2 h) is a 
h-Hermitian A-space, U and V are isometric, nonsingular, finitely generated sub- 
modules of Z sllch that 
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Then u-L and Vl are isometric ;f any one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) LZA(UL) = 2fA(VL) 
(ii) u-L or VI is anisotropic 
(iii) Both Ul and VL have the property that every non-zero isotropic 
vector belongs toa hyperbolic plane. 
Proof. We reduce first tothe case in which A is simple and then use the 
h-Hermitian Morita context toreduce to the case of a division ring. We consider 
a decomposition of A as in (3.1) 
It is clear that he theorem is true for A if and only if it is true for 
each Ai and each H(B,). 0 ver H(B,) every unsplittable h-H rmitian space is 
of the form H,(N) where N is a simple H(Bi)-module. B cause u-L and V’- are 
orthogonal sums of unsplittable spaces, wemust have cancellation for rings of 
the form H(B,). Thus we may assume from the beginning that A is a simple 
algebra with involution. 
Suppose A = M,(D) is the ring of n x n matrices over the division ring D
supplied with an involution. Let L be a minimal left ideal of A supplied with a 
nonsingular I-Hermitian form K. We provide E = End,(L) with the adjoint 
involution nduced by k and view L as a right E-module. Then k admits E and 
the dual of k. 
presents a Morita context. Now let h, be h restricted to u-L and h, be h restricted 
to Vl. If any one of the hypotheses of (i), (ii) or (iii) ssatisfied by h, and h, , 
then the hypothesis is also satisfied by K * h, and K . h, . But these last forms are 
over the division ring E, so cancellation follows from Theorem 2.3 and cancella- 
tion of U and V follows from the h-Hermitian Morita context. 
We are now ready to discuss the uniqueness ofthe Witt decomposition. 
Before doing so, we recall that every finitely generated A-module, A a semisimple 
algebra, is the direct sum of a unique number of simple submodules. This 
unique number will be referred to as the number of simple components ofthe 
module. 
3.11 THEOREM. Suppose A is a semisimple algebra with involution, (2 h) is 
a finitely generated, nonsingular X-Hermitian A-space and Z has the following two 
Witt decompositions 
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then 
(i) n(Y, I Y;) is the unique maximal totally isotropic submodule of 
YI J.. y; I Xl - 
(ii) Hr E H, and Yl J- Y; j- Xl gg Yz J- Yl I X2 
(iii) The number of simple components ofYI and Yz are equal and Yl J- Y; 
is determined up to isometry b 9,( YJ. 
(iv) Xi c X, 
(v) L?A( Yl) can be any A-module complement of9,(X,) in Sh(Z). Indeed, if V 
is an A-submodule of i2A(Z) such that V @ L?JA(X,) = 9,(Z) then there is an 
A-module homomorphism or: Yl -+ Xl such that 
YI -L y; -L XI = -uy, -L y;> -L J%(&) 
and J!,(E,(Y, 1 Yi)) = V. 
Proof. We consider a decomposition of A as in (3.1) 
A=A,O...OA,OH(B,)O...OH(B,) 
It is clear that he theorem is true for A if and only if it is true for each A, 
and each H(B,). Over H(B,) every unsplittable A-Hermitian module is 
of the form H,(N), where N is a simple H(&)-module. Thus over H(I3,) every 
Witt decomposition c sists solely of a hyperbolic part and the theorem is 
trivially true. Thus we need only consider the case in which A is a simple algebra 
with involution. But for this case the proofs of all five parts of the theorems are 
virtually identical to those of Theorem 2.5 and consequently are left tothe reader. 
We could now prove the analogues ofTheorems 2.6, 2.7 and 2.9. But since 
the proofs are virtually identical to those in the case of a division ring, we shall 
also leave them to the reader. 
In a subsequent paper, weshall consider similar questions for some classes of 
commutative rings. 
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